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Abstract
An earlier work of the authors introduced an adapted version of the Computational Geometry Algorithm (CGA)
designed to analyse an audio stream and produce a unique coding-independent fingerprint. As the adaptability
and the induced calculation load of the proposed algorithm form a key characteristic for multiple applications,
our current investigation aims to measure its performance and stability in dynamic, real-time applications, i.e., in
large audio library indexing and dynamic audio recognition. In addition, we investigate the fact that context
similarity is also evident across fingerprints; hence a number of comparisons are used to explore the possible
uses of this highly desirable algorithmic feature.
Keywords: audio fingerprinting, computational geometry, audio signal processing, experimentation
1. Introduction
The wide availability of Internet connectivity and media-enabled devices has altered the way content is produced,
distributed and finally reproduced. Increased demand for all types of audiovisual streams is clearly evident, as
most network traffic today consists of multimedia data exchanged in global scale (Deliyannis, 2012).
Digitization and networked distribution of audio, video, live broadcasts and the increased demand for interactive
control, leads authors and companies to the path of content re-use and reproduction via customization of existing
content and distribution (Karydis, Deliyannis, & Floros, 2011) through networked multimedia databases and
multicast systems. Within evolving markets such as electronic multimedia-content retail and exchange points,
various new services emerge (Deliyannis, Karydis, & Anagnostou, 2011). In comparison to traditional media,
new access methods alter the way that data are distributed and reproduced, often forming new applications and
domains such as interactive and new-media arts (Trifonova, Jaccheri, & Bergaust, 2008), while changing the user
culture in terms of content use (Gillespie, 2004). These global changes introduce new markets and services
(Simpson, 2004), a fact that is clearly evident when observing the evolution of standards such as MPEG-7
linking content to context and offering multimedia accessibility for all as with MPEG-21 (Kosch, 2004). The
considerable content availability through various media will certainly require new broadcast-control and
verification mechanisms to be established, a sector that may be aided by current research.
Computers are also employed in the area of copyright management under a wide variety of applications, one
example being the application of pattern-matching algorithms and techniques to identify copyrighted content
(Furht & Kirovski, 2005; Karydi, Karydis, & Deliyannis, 2012). The task is straightforward in text-based
applications. This particular data format is transferred and delivered in complete form, without loss of content
during transfer and reproduction, a fact that significantly aids the pattern-matching process. In contrast, audio
(and/or video streams) are often degraded in terms of quality due to the employment of various compression
techniques and the inevitable stream re-compression processes introduced by the wide variety of transmission
formats available in all media-enabled platforms. These algorithmic-based compression processes such as MPEG
1, 2, 3 and 4 are based on mechanisms of human perception for minimizing the required transmission bandwidth.
Ultimately, conversion between various media formats alters significantly the original information, a fact that
introduces various problems in the identification process, as error and distortion are clearly evident when
contrasting original versus transmitted data.
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The present paper can be considered to be a continuation of our latest research which lays the necessary
theoretical foundation research on audio fingerprinting based on convex layer definition in the frequency domain
(Poulos, Deliyannis, & Floros, 2012). In this work the experimental aspects of a novel algorithm for defining
convex layer areas over audio signal spectral peaks as a track identification procedure are addressed in an
attempt to standardize the identification process. According to our view, the latter process is clearly identified as
a key issue that needs to be resolved before this technology may be exploited commercially. Our experimentation
indicates that beyond direct pattern matching, dynamic content detection is also possible. In that respect, once
the standards are related to the semantic layers (fingerprints) of information and communication systems,
important consequences arise that require further research under Music Information Retrieval (MIR) research
(Aucouturier & Pachet, 2003; Casey et al., 2008; Chandrasekhar, Sharifi, & Ross, 2011; Levy & Sandler, 2009;
Logan, Ellis, & Berenzweig, 2003; Marsden, 2010; McFee, Barrington, & Lanckriet, 2010; McKay & Fujinaga,
2008; Slaney, Weinberger, & White, 2008; Wang, 2003). Our previous research indicates application areas such
as gaming (Deliyannis, Karydis, & Anagnostou, 2011; Karydis et al., 2011) and copyright identification
(Deliyannis, Karydis, & Karydi, 2011; Karydi et al., 2012).
The paper at hand is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly presents a synopsis of the Computational Geometry
Algorithm (CGA) audio fingerprinting algorithm. This is an issue covered fully in our theoretical definition of
the above algorithm published recently (Poulos et al., 2012) and the reader is encouraged to refer to this article
for a detailed algorithmic and mathematical analysis. Next, Sections 3 and 4 provide extended experimentation
cases based on a number of widely-employed application scenarios and present the results obtained using
multiple forms of audio content as well as the statistical evaluation of the derived data. Finally, Section 5
concludes this work by proposing future research directions.
2. Related Study
In our latest study, a novel audio content identification (matching) approach is presented, based on the significant
reduction of the original spectral peaks enclosed in convex layer areas (Poulos et al., 2012). This work
introduced audio-track identification through the use of computational geometry algorithms, where the problem
of matching sample peaks with original peaks was addressed using an intersection technique between convex
layers. In particular, this approach produced a convex polygon in the frequency domain that resembles a
coordinate-based pattern in terms of a unique set of points that can be considered to be the audio data
“fingerprint.” In the above work it was also shown that this fingerprint pattern is coding-independent, a fact that
provides indications that the proposed algorithm may be suitable for multiple purposes and applications,
including the categorisation of content identity and the identification of audio clips, hence providing support for
the realisation of audio sorting/searching tasks and services.
The above described method was realised via the use of the Computational Geometry Algorithm (CGA), a
computationally efficient scheme of onion-like layers that results into unique frequency-domain representations
of the innermost onion layer (Poulos et al., 2012). More specifically, the digital audio signal under identification
(test signal), denoted here as x(n), is initially transformed in the frequency domain and represented in terms of its
Power Spectral Density (PSD) X(f) via Bartlett’s estimation. The same procedure is applied on the original
(reference) signal xref(n), producing the Xref(f) PSD vector of size N. Then, the CGA algorithm is applied on the
derived PSD data, producing onion-like layers denoted in the case of reference signal as S. An example of such
algorithmically constructed layers is graphically represented in Figure 1. Finally, a critical algorithmic parameter,
the total depth of layers (or the k-depth value) is defined, following the algorithm described again in our latest
study (Poulos et al., 2012). Finally, by algorithmically isolating the k-th inmost layer, we obtain the convex
subset Sxy that corresponds to the reference signal. The same procedure is applied on the test signal PSD data and
the k-th convex subset Nxy is similarly derived. During the final matching/identification process, the intersection
of the above convex subsets Sxy and Nxy is computed, that is:

S xy ∩ N xy = Rxy

(1)

The identification procedure is completed by extracting the degrees of similarity s1 and s2 using the computed
areas (A) of the calculated convex subsets (Sxy, Nxy and Rxy) using the following fractions (see also Figure 1):

s1 =

AR xy
AS xy

s2 =
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ARxy
ANxy

(2)
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Figure 1. A graphical representation of the onion-like layer extraction process
The above identification/matching process architecture is graphically illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of the preprocessing, feature extraction and identification stages
3. Implementation Issues-Decision Stages
The degrees of correlation s1 and s2 (see Equations 1, 2) between Sxy and Nxy (see Section 2) are calculated
according to the selected null hypothesis. The null hypothesis claims that there is no link between the two
sampled subsets. Since the distribution of the subsets is unknown, a reasonable strategy is to use a
non-parametric approach for testing the hypothesis and thus to use permutations to obtain the subsets distribution
under Η0=0 with p=0.05 in which all the subsets present random distribution. However, in our case, we used an
alternative hypothesis, Η1, which controls the specific similarities between the groups. More specifically, under
the current study, we investigated the following three decision stages: (a) the pairs of audio fingerprints are
identified; (b) the pairs of audio fingerprints have common features; and (c) the pairs of audio fingerprints are
not identified.
For this, the decision rules are extracted by the unsupervised clustering k-mean procedure. Thus, one particular
issue with the dataset of vector Si (see Equation 1) is to define the number of categories. In order to achieve a
safe result, we use the well-established k-means clustering algorithm to examine whether the three targeted
decision groups are the optimal clustering approach for the dataset presented later in Table 1. The procedure
follows a trivial way to classify a given data set through a certain number of clusters (assuming k clusters) fixed
a priori. The main idea is to define k centroids, one for each cluster. These centroids should be placed in a
cunning way, because different locations cause different results and a loop evaluates this case recurrently. In our
case we submitted the data set (of Table 1) into k = 3 clusters, using Equation 3:
k

n

J =  Si( j ) − c j
j =1 i =1
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representts the selected distance meaasure between a data point Si and the clluster

centre cj.
The results of the clusteering algorithm
m for the case k = 3 are geneerated from a k-mean processsing of 42 ve
ectors
that corresspond to the auudio data preseented later on Tables 1-4. Thhese results aree graphically illustrated in Figure
3. Having obtained the classification
c
oof the vectors Si (for k = 3), aadditional testss are performeed in order to verify
v
that the inntersection infoormation is coonsistent, thus producing robbust results noot affected byy a possibly sim
milar
geometricaal intersection.

een
Figure 3. k-means clusstering proceduure. The coloreed points in bluue (non-identiffied), red (idenntified) and gre
(common features) represeent all the clusstering cases foor k = 3
Finally, foollowing the abbove clusterinng outcome, thhe decision - tthreshold valuues for this woork are assigned to
three disjooint and exhausstive categoriees depicted in T
Table 6 (k meaans clustering),, numerically ddefined as:
1.
2.

mpled subsets Sxy and Nxy are identified.
s1 ≥ 0.73 or s2 ≥ 0.73 : the compared sam
s
<
0.7
73
or 0.25 ≥ s2 < 0.73 & s1 < 0.73 : thee compared sam
mpled subsets Sxy
00.25 ≥ s1 < 0.773 & 2

annd Nxy have coommon featurees; and
3.

0 ≥ s1 < 0.25 & 0 ≥ s2 < 0.255 : the compareed sampled subbsets Sxy and Nxy are not idenntified.

4. Results
In this work, we evaluatted the propossed audio fingeerprinting and classification algorithm effiiciency under three
different, bbut typical andd widely-emplooyed applicatioon scenarios:
a) the com
mpressed appliccation scenarioo, which aims to assess the identification efficiency of tthe CGA algorrithm
for compreessed quality audio.
a
b) the parttially-availablee application sscenario, weree only a small part of the auudio track undder identification is
available. This representt a typical-everryday case usuually supportedd by music-conntent retrieval systems.
mance scenario, were we aim
m at investigatting the identiification capabbilities of the CGA
c) the diffferent perform
algorithm on the same audio/music m
material, perfoormed under ddifferent condiitions (i.e. reccorded in studio or
during a live performancce).
In all appllication scenarrios, the audio data fed to thhe CGA algorithm are formaatted using thee well-known PCM
P
coding schheme (Xing-ji, 2005). The orriginal audio content was enccoded using 166bit quantisation resolution and
a a
44.1kHz ssampling rate, following thhe so-called Compact-diskk (CD) soundd quality form
mat. Moreoverr, we
particularly employed thhree different music tracks, with each onee belonging too different mussic genres: a violin
v
solo perforrmance (violinn), a rock-bandd recording (roock) and a sym
mphonic orchesstra recording ((orchestra). Fo
or the
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purposes of the above application scenarios, this content was compressed using the MPEG-1 Layer III standard
at different typical coding bitrates (i.e. 32, 48, 64, 96, 112,128, 160, 192, 256 and 320 kbps) in order to produce
the audio content under identification for the previously described application scenarios.
In order to realize the above application scenarios in practice, for the experiments followed, we divided the audio
tracks database into two sets:
•

The first set is formed by 10 (different typical coding compression schemes) x 3 (different music genres
considered) = 30 (total music tracks).

•

The second set consists of short-length audio clips (with time-duration equal to 3 seconds). These clips
were produced by randomly setting a 3-seconds time window on the compressed audio data. For each
audio-recording genre considered (violin, rock and orchestra) we created 5 randomly selected short-audio
clips, resulting into a total of 5x30=150 clips belonging into the second dataset.

In the testing procedure, we create 4500 pairs combinations between two sets m=30 and k=150, extracted by
Equation 4:

Testing _ Number = m * k = 4500

(4)

The three investigation scenarios presented earlier allow a number of possible application suggestions to be
made. These include copyright applications that include the interactive and fairer calculation of royalty charges,
which may then be attributed directly to the copyright owners. Creating a sensing networked device that is
installed in order to constantly monitor, identify and report on the commercial use of audio (radio & TV stations)
is certainly a novel application which will allow producers the flexibility to interactively select and broadcast
content. Also the partial-detection feature may enable charging in a per-second tariff, instead of a flat charge that
applies today. The limited sample duration required for this algorithm to detect the source is clearly an advantage
that may also boost the commercial application of the method for personal use, enabling the optimisation of
current algorithms used in proprietary applications. Finally, the availability of a tool that detects similarity across
different versions of the same theme allows a number of tools that may be used as a research or commercial tool
to detect audio influences, automatic categorisation of content and copyright issues which could have been
missed in the past.
As it will be shown in the next Sections, exhaustive testing across all datasets described above showed that the
CGA-based fingerprint-matching algorithm performs well across different compression schemes and most
importantly when random segmented tracks are considered. We must also note here that an audio signal
time-length equal to 3 seconds outperforms most industrial-level algorithms utilised today in audio proprietary
recognition applications which work efficiently for samples greater than 10 seconds (Chandrasekhar et al., 2011).
The sequence of tests performed was organised in the following manner: For every music theme we assessed the
performance of the proposed algorithm for all considered compression rates, a fact that allowed to identify how
well the algorithm performed in music theme recognition at varying compression rates and audio quality. In the
testing procedure (Note 1), we considered 4500 pairs of combinations between the two databases sets defined
previously.
4.1 Case 1: Compressed Application Scenario
As mentioned previously, under this application case, the three different audio tracks considered as testing
material were encoded using the the MPEG-1 Layer III lossy compression standard at different typical coding
bitrates, specifically equal to 32, 48, 64, 96, 112,128, 160, 192, 256 and 320 kbps. The compressed content was
then decoded, producing a distorted, uncompressed version of the original track. We then applied the CGA
algorithm on the original data, as well as on this uncompressed version, and we calculated the degrees of
correlation for these signals. Based on the implementation analysis provided in Section 3, we obtained
identification or no-identification results for all the combinations of the compressed audio material considered.
A representative set of the above results is presented in Tables 1 and 2. For illustration purposes, we present only
the diagrams and values obtained for the violin recordings. Clearly, the CGA algorithm successfully identifies
the compressed audio signal correctly, under any selected compression bit rate (even for those that imply lower
sampling rates, such as the 32kbps). The same trends were observed for both the rest music tracks considered
here (rock and orchestra). This fact is illustrated in Figure 4, were the degrees of correlation s1 and s2 values are
graphically presented as a function of the compression bit rate. Obviously, in all test cases, at least one of the s1
or s2 values exceeds the thresholds defined in Section 3 (and presented in this Figure using the black dashed line),
producing a secure and accurate identification outcome.
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Table 1. V
Violin sample trrack – results aand graphical C
CGA representtation
3
320kbps

256kbps

192kbps

s1 = 955%, s2 = 85%

s1 = 994%, s2 = 91%
%

s1 = 95%, s2 = 93%
%

Iddentified

IIdentified

Identified

1
160kbps

128kbps

112kbps

s1 = 966%, s2 = 97%

s1 = 994%, s2 = 93%
%

s1 = 94%, s2 = 86%
%

Iddentified

IIdentified

Identified

9
96kbps

64kbps

48kbps

s1 = 944%, s2 = 92%

s1 = 995%, s2 = 85%
%

s1 = 84%, s2 = 92%
%

Iddentified

IIdentified

Identified

3
32kbps

s1 = 26%, s2 = 100%
Iddentified
10
00
9
90
8
80
7
70
6
60
5
50
4
40
3
30
20
10
0

Violin s1
Violin s2
Orcchestra s1
Orcchestra s2
Rocck s1
Rocck s2

Figure 4. The complete sett of the results obtained for thhe compressedd application scenario
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4.2 Case 22: The Partially
ly-Available Appplication Scennario
As mentiooned previouslly, in this application scenaario we considdered short-lenngth clips of thhe original au
udio /
music conntent, producedd be randomlyy selecting a 3 seconds timee-length of thee compressed aand decoded audio
a
material. T
This case is veery typical in everyday life identificationn and informattion retrieval aapplications, where
w
usually, onnly a short-bloock of the original music ddata is availablle. Table 2 shhows the results obtained fo
or the
rock-recorrding test case and for all com
mpression ratees considered. Clearly, the C
CGA algorithm
m achieves exce
ellent
identificatiion rates that are independeent of a) the pparticular audiio clip length (since these cclips are randomly
formed as explained preeviously) and b) the compreession ratio. T
The same trennds can be obsserved for both
h the
violin andd orchestra cases (as illustratted in Figure 55). The only eexception in thhis general trennd is the orche
estral
music tracck, which, for a compressionn rate equal too 112kbps, was not clearly identified. We believe that th
his is
attributed to the random
mally-selected ssegment used in the compariison, which w
was not particullarly representtative
for an orcchestral recordding with signnificant dynam
mic range variations over tim
me. The CGA
A algorithm in
n this
particular case provideed indications of common features betw
ween the origginal and the audio clip under
u
identificatiion. This how
wever, can be considered ass a sporadic ooutcome; thus, it does not impact the ov
verall
measured efficiency of thhe CGA algoriithm.
Table 2. Paartially-availabble rock samplle track – resullts and graphiccal CGA repressentation
3
320kbps

256kbps

192kbps

s1 = 766%, s2 = 74%

s1 = 778%, s2 = 50%
%

s1 = 75%, s2 = 45%
%

Iddentified

IIdentified

Identified

1
160kbps

128kbps

112kbps

s1 = 777%, s2 = 99%

s1 = 775%, s2 = 82%
%

s1 = 76%, s2 = 26%
%

Iddentified

IIdentified

Identified

9
96kbps

64kbps

48kbps

s1 = 766%, s2 = 26%

s1 = 662%, s2 = 94%
%

s1 = 81%, s2 = 82%
%

Iddentified

IIdentified

Identified

3
32kbps

s1 = 833%, s2 = 93%
Iddentified
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100
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80
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V
Violin s1

50

V
Violin s2

40

O
Orchestra s1

30

O
Orchestra s2

20

R
Rock s1

10

R
Rock s2

0

Fiigure 5. The coomplete set off the results obttained for the ppartially-availaable applicatioon scenario
4.3 Case 33: The Differennt Performancee Scenario
In the latteer application case
c
considereed in this workk we investigated the ability aand evaluated the performan
nce of
the CGA algorithm to identify musicc material perrformed underr different connditions. In paarticular, as itt was
previouslyy mentioned, we
w employed two original rrecordings of the same mussic track, recoorded in studio
o and
during a llive performannce. The speciific audio tracck was a rockk one, differennt from the onne employed in
n the
previous teests. We then compressed an
and uncompresssed the live reecording undeer all specifiedd MPEG1-Laye
er III
bit rates, aand created corrresponding shhort-length auddio clips (againn with durationn equal to 3 seconds). Finally
y, the
CGA-baseed identificatioon process w
was applied, pproducing thee results illusttrated in Tabble 3. Clearly
y, the
identificatiion process efficiency
e
is nnot affected by the fact thaat the sound-ttracks are reccorded in diffferent
conditionss, while, additionally, it is cleearly still indeppendent of thee applied comppression bit-ratte. Table 3 presents
varying results and Tablee 4 contrasts nnon-identificatiion cases, for cclearly diversee data sets suchh as violin – ro
ock.
Different perforrmance samplee tracks – resullts and graphiccal CGA repressentation
Table 3. D
3
320kbps

256kbps

192kbps

s1 = 933%, s2 = 29%

s1 = 998%, s2 = 35%
%

s1 = 85%, s2 = 40%
%

Iddentified

IIdentified

Identified

1
160kbps

128kbps

112kbps

s1 = 844%, s2 = 42%

s1 = 991%, s2 = 41%
%

s1 = 1100%, s2 = 48%
%

Iddentified

IIdentified

Identified
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9
96kbps

64kbps

48kbps

s1 = 977%, s2 = 40%

s1 = 997%, s2 = 43%
%

s1 = 1100%, s2 = 42%
%

Iddentified

IIdentified

Identified

3
32kbps

s1 = 855%, s2 = 45%
Iddentified
For reasonns of the resultts’ presentationn integrity, in T
Table 4, additioonal identificaation results aree hereby prese
ented,
by consideering the studiio recording annd the violin, rock and orchhestral recordinngs (all of theem in their original
formats, i.e. no compression / decomppression is empployed). Obvioously, the CGA
A-algorithm dooes not provide
e any
matching rresults betweeen the differentt audio tracks.. However, it iis clearly obseerved that the algorithm prov
vides
an indicatiion of commonn violin features on a numbeer of contrastedd content types. This observation is signifiicant,
since it prrovides a preliiminary abilityy of the CGA
A algorithm to determine diffferent music genres, a factt that
should be investigated in
i detail in a ffuture work. T
The same outccome was deriived when com
mpression and
d / or
short-lengtth audio-clipss were emplooyed instead of the compplete-size auddio tracks, reendering the CGA
fingerprintting algorithm
m a robust alterrnative towards compressionn-, length- andd performance--independent music
m
content ideentification.
Table 4. R
Results obtainedd using differeent types of auddio content (noo-compressionn applied)
Orchesstra/Concerto

Orchhestra/Violin

V
Violin/Rock

s1 = 0%,
0 s2 = 0%

s1 = 8%, s2 = 67%

s1 = 0%, s2 = 0%
%

Not--Identified

mmon Features
Com

N
Not-Identified

Violinn/Orchestra

Violin/Concerto

V
Violin/Studio

s1 = 444%, s2 = 8%

s1 =
=0%, s2 = 0%

s1 = 0%, s2 = 0%
%

Comm
mon Features

Noot-Identified

N
Not-Identified
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Rocck/Studio

Rocck/Orchestra

Roock/Concerto

s1 = 0%,
0 s2 = 0%

s1 = 0%, s2 = 0%

s1 = 0%, s2 = 0%
%

Not--Identified

Noot-Identified

N
Not-Identified

Rocck/Violin

Orchhestra/Studio

Orrchestra/Rock

s1 = 900%, s2 = 50%

s1 = 0%, s2 = 0%

s1 = 0%, s2 = 0%
%

Comm
mon Features

Noot-Identified

N
Not-Identified

4.4 Resultss Aggregation--Statistical Evaaluation
A summarry of the all the obtained results for alll application sscenarios wheen the full dattaset is consid
dered
(available online, see noote at the end oof the paper) iss presented in T
Table 5. Clearlly, the proposeed method achieves
very-high scores in term
ms of correct identification among differeent audio conttent types andd coding. Also
o, we
executed a Wilcoxon teest (Wilcoxon, 1945). We addopted this tesst because it iis possible to make comparisons
between tw
wo groups usiing means in paired samplees and chi-squuare analysis. T
This method iis considered more
powerful tthan other noon-parametric test paired saamples (Little & Rubin, 1987). For the aabove reasonss, we
performedd three Wilcoxoon tests for eaach category (ffully-identifiedd pairs, audio ttracks with com
mmon featuress and
non-identified content) in order to eevaluate the oobserved diffeerences between them. Theese differencess are
analyticallly illustrated inn Table 5.
Table 5. Suummary of thee identificationn results
M
Music Content Pairs

IIdentified

NonIdentified

Have
Common
Features

False
Identificat
ion

True
Identifivat
ion

Full Quality / Sam
me Tracks
Compresseed

99

94

5

5

94

Fuull Quality / Diverse
D
Tracks

0

2092

2309

0

4401

Total

99

2186

2314

5

4495

Total Experim
ment

45500

In our casee, the null hyppothesis is baseed on the hypoothesis test, peerformed at thee 0.05 significance level, in H. H
= = 0 indiccates that the null
n hypothesiis (‘‘medians aare equal or aree randomly rellated”). In Tabble 6, the Wilcoxon
test showss that groupingg of the paireed data is stronngly related. U
Under k-meann clustering thee pairs valued
d (s1 ,
s2)=(0, 0) indicate that the
t null hypothhesis is rejexteed H = = 1, inn which the coompared pairs are not correllated.
This is thee same set depiicted in Figuree 4 using blue ccolour.
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Table 6. Wilcoxon Paired - Sample test on k-means clustering
S vector
s1

k means clustering

s2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.0200
0.0800
0.1400

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.0800
0.1000
0.1000

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0.1900
0.2600
0.5600
0.5800
0.5900
0.6100
0.6100
0.6200
0.6300
0.6300

0.2000
0.2100
0.3800
0.4100
0.4200
0.4200
0.4300
0.4500
0.4800
0.5000

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

0.7200
0.7300
0.7500
0.7600
0.8100
0.8100
0.8400
0.8400
0.8500
0.8500
0.8600
0.9100
0.9100
0.9100
0.9100
0.9400
0.9600
0.9600
0.9700
0.9700
0.9800
1.0000

0.7400
0.7700
0.7900
0.8200
0.8600
0.8600
0.9000
0.9000
0.9100
0.9100
0.9200
0.9200
0.9200
0.9300
0.9300
0.9700
0.9800
0.9900
0.9900
0.9900
1.0000
1.0000

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
80

Wilcoxon
Paired-sample test
p = 0.0020
h =1
The test rejects the null
hypothesis of equal
medians at the default
5% significance level

p = 0.0036
h =1
The test rejects the null
hypothesis of equal
medians at the default
5% significance level

p = 0.0405
h =1
The test rejects the null
hypothesis of equal
medians at the default
5% significance level
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5. Conclusions
This study’s major objective was to try to evaluate a mechanism of audio detection similarity and fingerprinting
that, under certain circumstances, can be inserted into the information-management strategies of (large)
information organisations and large, co-operative libraries as a technique for the identification and possible
control of the intellectual property of electronically published audio material. The existing techniques, and
especially the digital signature schemes, could fulfill only the first, the identification and part of the objective.
In particular, this work employs the adjustment of a computational geometric algorithm for the semantic
representation of the information of audio data in terms of a frequency-domain audio fingerprint. The idea for
this construction came from the test of the onion-peeling algorithm in other areas of signal processing, such as
the identification of humans by fingerprints. The aim of this application is to construct an audio fingerprint (i.e.
in terms of a serial number) that could identify a copyright-protected published audio file even if its file format
has changed from one type to another. Furthermore, it aims to provide a satisfactory amount of correlation
similarity with other audio files created from the original by applying different coding / compression techniques,
and to detect and automatically reject audio files that are not related to the original.
For a realistic implementation and efficiency assessment of the proposed audio fingerprinting algorithm, the
authors created a small database with three different audio genres encoded using the MPEG-1 Layer III
specification at multiple compression ratios, enabling experimentation with internal and external data-sets. This
demonstrated the computational efficiency of the algorithm, which was sucessfully used under three different
application scenarios: the first investigates matching of a full audio clip duration using varying compression
settings. In the second scenario compression and sample duration vary while the third introduces context testing
across different performances and orchestrations. This last scenario introduces a “common feature” tracking
mechanism, which allows automated comparison of different audio tracks that share musicological
characteristics. For instance, we found that the audio clip containing the violin may be partially associated with
instrumental tracks containing the violin (orchestra file), a characteristic that was consistent across a wide variety
of experimental executions.
We additionally proved, via the Wilcoxon sample paired test, that the categories of the intersection areas between
different or same audio clips are related strongly. We also found that the fingerprint features must be aligned
temporally; that is, if a set of features appears in both the original recording in the database and in a sample
query, the relative positions of each feature within each recording must be the same. The computational load of
the algorithm behaves linearly (i.e. O(2n)) for each comparing tuple and may be bounded with a second-order
polynomial for the comparison procedure O(2n^2) under the worst-case scenario.
Our future research on this work topic will focus on the comparison of the algorithmic results for data with
varying similarity. Mixed audio tracks and segments may be used for pattern matching, enabling automated
copyright-verification to be performed. The authors believe that the same algorithm may also be utilised for
other multimedia data types including images, video, text and combined applications such as web pages,
multimedia systems and databases.
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Note
Note 1. In order to enhance comprehension and allow external verification of the experimental results, the reader
may access a web-based application under the following URL:
http://lit.ionio.gr/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=70&Itemid=101&lang=el
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